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Abstract. Thresholding of video images is a great challenge because of
their low spatial resolution and complex background. We investigate the
issue of thresholding these images by reducing the number of colors to
improve automated text detection and recognition. We develop an unsu-
pervised approach to video images, which can be considered as an RGB
color thresholding method. It applies a gray-level thresholding method to
a video image in the (R, G, B) color space to produce a single threshold
value for each domain. The three (R, G, B)-generated values will be
subsequently processed by an effective unsupervised clustering algo-
rithm that is based on a between-class/within-class criterion suggested
by Otsu’s method. Since thresholding methods designed for document
images may not work effectively for video images in many applications,
our proposed RGB color thresholding method has shown to be particu-
larly effective in improvement on text detection and recognition, because
it can reduce the background complexity while retaining the important
text character pixels. Experiments also show that thresholding video im-
ages is far more difficult than thresholding document images, and the
RGB color thresholding presented performs significantly better than
simple histogram-based methods, which generally do not produce satis-
factory results. © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1637364]

Subject terms: color thresholding; entropy thresholding; Otsu’s method; RGB
color thresholding; relative entropy thresholding.
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1 Introduction

Information retrieval from video images has become an
creasingly important research area in recent years.
rapid growth of digitized video collections is due to th
widespread use of digital cameras and video recorders c
bined with inexpensive disk storage technology. Textual
formation contained in video images can provide one of
most useful keys for successful information indexing a
retrieval. Keyword searches for text of interest within vid
images can provide additional capabilities to the search
gines. In video images, text characters generally have m
lower resolution and dimmer intensity than document ch
acters. In addition, videotext characters may also have v
ous colors, sizes, and orientations within the same ima
Furthermore, the video background is generally much m
complex than that of document images. A combination
this complex background and a large variety of low-qua
characters cause thresholding algorithms designed
document image processing to perform poorly on vid
images.1–6 We investigate this issue and develop an RG
based approach that thresholds a video image in the c
domain and fuses the obtained threshold values into a s
multiple threshold values via a clustering process. Th
values are then used to segment text characters from
video image background.

There are many color segmentation techniques repo
in the literature,1–3,5–26 such as texture analysis,11,15,20,23
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histogram thresholding or clustering,3–6,8,9,19 edge
detection,7 region split and merging,13,18 and feature
analysis.1,13,16 Histogram thresholding is probably one o
the most widely used techniques.8,27 These segmentation
methods basically perform partitions of an image into co
stituent parts or objects. However, for our applications
text detection and recognition, the only regions of inter
are those that may contain potential text, and these reg
can be more effectively segmented by thresholding rat
than segmentation. Therefore, this work primarily inves
gates an application of color image thresholding to t
detection and recognition in video images.

A general approach to color image thresholding is
transfer a color image to a monochrome image, such as
hue-saturation-intensity~HSI! model4–6 that transfers a
color image into an intensity image. Then, various gra
scale thresholding methods can be applied to the mo
chrome image.4–6,8 Unfortunately, such an approach e
counters a problem, since the color information
decoupled during the color-to-monochrome image conv
sion. In many cases, the color information proves to
useful in thresholding. As an example,3 Fig. 1~a! shows an
original color image that has pure blue background a
pure red text characters with the same grayscale. Fig
1~b! shows an HSI-converted grayscale intensity image t
has only one gray level. As we can see in Fig. 1~b!, the text
characters disappeared because these text characters c
only recognized by their red color in Fig. 1~a!, not by their
5.00 © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Fig. 1 An example of color image thresholding using HSI: (a) color
image, (b) HSI conversion, and (c) desired result.

Fig. 2 Step-by-step implementation of RGB color thresholding
method: (a) a video frame image, (b) red-dimension image, (c) Otsu
thresholded red-dimension image, (d) green-dimension image, (e)
Otsu thresholded green-dimension image, (f) blue-dimension image,
(g) Otsu thresholded blue-dimension image, (h) pseudo-color im-
age, and (i) RGB/Otsu.
Fig. 3 A TV commercial: (a) original, (b) RGB/Otsu, (c) RGB/JRE,
(d) RGB/LE, (e) RGB/JE, (f) Otsu’s method, (g) JRE, (h) LE, and (i)
JE.

Fig. 4 A woman with the name Denise Oliver: (a) original, (b) RGB/
Otsu, (c) RGB/JRE, (d) RGB/LE, (e) RGB/JE, (f) Otsu’s method, (g)
JRE, (h) LE, and (i) JE.
283Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 2, February 2004
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Fig. 5 A newscast video image: (a) original, (b) RGB/Otsu, (c) RGB/
JRE, (d) RGB/LE, (e) RGB/JE, (f) Otsu’s method, (g) JRE, (h) LE,
and (i) JE.
284 Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 2, February 2004
Fig. 6 A cartoon scene: (a) original, (b) RGB/Otsu, (c) RGB/JRE,
(d) RGB/LE, (e) RGB/JE, (f) Otsu’s method, (g) JRE, (h) LE, and (i)
JE.
Fig. 7 A countryside scene: (a) original, (b) RGB/Otsu, (c) RGB/
JRE, (d) RGB/LE, (e) RGB/JE, (f) Otsu’s method, (g) JRE, (h) LE,
and (i) JE.
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grayscale in Fig. 1~b!. Figure 1~c! shows the desired thresh
olded result, which extracts the red text characters from
blue background. This simple experiment demonstrate
necessity of inclusion of color information in image thres
olding. A 3-D color histogram19 may be a solution. How-
ever, it requires tremendous time and memory to genera
3-D color histogram. In addition, more time and memory
further required for image manipulation.

In this work, a novel approach is proposed, called
RGB-based thresholding, which can be used for thresh
ing video and other color images. It first obtains thresh
values from each of the R,G,B color domains by a gr
level thresholding method, then implements an unsup
vised within-class/between-class clustering process to
these R,G,B threshold values to produce a set of mult
thresholds that can extract text effectively while retaini
original colors in the image background. Our proposed
supervised clustering algorithm is derived from the conc
of within-class and between-class variances as sugge
by Otsu.28 One major advantage of this algorithm is that
does not need to know how many classes are required t
clustered in advance, as is required for most clustering p
cesses. The algorithm is automatically terminated once
within-class variance is less than the between-class v
ance for each clustered class. Additionally, the numbe
classes to be clustered is bounded above by 2358. Surpris-
ingly, as demonstrated in our experiments, this simple m
tithresholding method performs very well in text detecti
and extraction in various video images.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Se
tion 2 briefly reviews Otsu’s method. Section 3 develops
RGB thresholding method for video images. Section 4 c
ducts a series of experiments to demonstrate the effec
ness of the proposed RGB thresholding method in a w
variety of video images. Finally, Sec. 5 concludes so
remarks.

2 Otsu’s Method

Otsu’s method28 is one of the most widely used threshol
ing techniques in image analysis, which has shown g
success in image enhancement and segmentation. Sup
that $pi% i 50

L is the gray-level image histogram of an imag
andt is the selected threshold gray-level value. We can t
calculate the probabilities of background and foreground
the t-thresholded image by

PB
t 5(

i 50

t

pi and PF
t 512PB

t 5 (
i 5t11

L21

pi . ~1!

By virtue of Eq. ~1!, the means and variances associa
with the background and the foreground can be further
culated by

mB
t 5~1/PB

t !(
i 50

t

ipi

and

mF
t 5~1/PF

t ! (
i 5t11

L21

ipi , ~2!
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e
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-
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varB
t 5~1/PB

t !(
i 50

t

~ i 2mB
t !2pi

and

varF
t 5~1/PF

t ! (
i 5t11

L21

~ i 2mF
t !2pi , ~3!

varbetween-class
t 5PB

t ~mB
t 2m!21PF

t ~mF
t 2m!2

5PB
t PF

t ~mB
t 2mF

t !2, ~4!

where m5 (
i 50

L21

ipi is the global mean of the image and

varwithin-class
t 5PB

t varB
t 1PF

t varF
t . ~5!

A threshold valuetOtsu developed by Otsu is the one th
maximizes varbetween-class

t , or equivalently minimizes
varwithin-class

t , i.e.,

tOtsu5arg$max1<t<L~varbetween-class
t !%

5arg$min1<t<L~varwithin-class
t !%. ~6!

3 Unsupervised RGB Thresholding Method

Color images are composed of 3-D information commo
represented by red, green, and blue. Our proposed R
thresholding method first applies a gray-level threshold
method to each of the R,G,B color domains, respectively
number of different gray-level thresholding methods can
used for this purpose, including Otsu’s method,28 or a 2-D
thresholding method such as an entropy-based method29 or
a relative entropy method.4–6,30The selection of an appro
priate gray-level thresholding method can be based on
image properties and applications. In this work, Ots
method is used for the following two reasons. One is tha
has been shown to be an effective 1-D gray-level thre
olding method in most images. Another is that the propo
unsupervised cluster algorithm is also based on the crite
of within-class/between-class variance used in Ots
method.

Assume that the threshold values obtained for each
three colors, red (r ), green (g), and blue (b) are specified
by t r , tg , and tb , respectively, via Eq.~6!. Let each pixel
in a video image be denoted bypi , j5(r i , j ,gi , j ,bi , j )

T with
( i , j ) being the spatial coordinate of the pixel. Usingt r , tg ,
tb as preliminary threshold values in each color domain,
pixel pi , j5(r i , j ,gi , j ,bi , j )

T can be thresholded asp̃i , j

5( r̃ i , j ,g̃i , j ,b̃i , j )
T, according to

r̃ i , j5H 1 r i , j.t r

0 r i , j<t r
, g̃i , j5H 1 gi , j.tg

0 gi , j<tg
,

b̃i , j5H 1 bi , j.tb

0 bi , j<tb
. ~7!
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As a result, each (r ,g,b)-color pixel in a video image can
be encoded by a 3-bit binary codeword (c1 ,c2 ,c3), where
ci for 1< i<3 is a binary value taking either 0 or 1. The
we cluster all image pixels into eight classes$Ck%k51

8 ac-
cording to their associated codewords, where each co
word represents a clustered class. For example, all pi
encoded by~1,0,0! will be clustered into one class.

Next, the mean of each clustered class, say thek’ th class
Ck , denoted bymk5(r k ,gk ,bk)

T is calculated by

r k5 (
r i , j PCk

r i , j Y (
r i , j PCk

1, gk5 (
gi , j PCk

gi , j Y (
gi , j PCk

1,

bk5 (
bi , j PCk

bi , j Y (
bi , j PCk

1. ~8!

Following the definitions of within-class and between-cla
variances given in Otsu’s method,28 we further calculate the
within-class variancesk for each class of$Ck%k51

8 as

sk5
1

Nk
H (

i , j PCk

@~r i , j2r k!
21~gi , j2gk!

2

1~bi , j2bk!
2#J 1/2

, ~9!

whereNk is the number of pixels in classCk . The between-
class variancesk j between two classesCk and Cj with k
Þ j can be calculated as:

s i j 5A~r k2r j !
21~gk2gj !

21~bk2bj !
2)1/2, ~10!

where (r k , gk , bk), (r j , gj , bj ) are defined by Eq.~8! and
mean values of classesCk andCj correspond to the R,G,B
domains, respectively.

Now, we use the within-class variancessk , s j , and the
between-class variancesk j obtained earlier as criteria t
reshuffle pixels to form a new set of clusters. If two class
Ck andCj for kÞ j with eithersk>sk j or s j>sk j , these
two classes must be merged to one class. This is bec
the between-class variance between two classessk j must
be greater than their individual with-in class variancessk

and s j . This reclustering process is repeated until all t
between-class variances are greater than their corresp
ing within-class variances, in which case no classes will
reshuffled.

Figure 2 shows a video broadcast news example to d
onstrate a step-by-step implementation of our proposed
supervised RGB thresholding method. Figure 2~a! is the
original color video image. Figures 2~b!, 2~d!, and 2~f! are
red, green, and blue images of the color image in Fig. 2~a!,
respectively. Figures 2~c!, 2~e!, and 2~g! are their respective
thresholded images with thresholds given by 149, 115,
115, respectively. Figure 2~h! is a pseudo-colored image t
show the~149,115,115!-thresholded color image with eigh
different colors before a reclustering process took pla
Figure 2~i! is the ~149,115,115!-thresholded color image
with six different colors after the image in Fig. 2~h! was
reclustered.
286 Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 2, February 2004
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This idea is very similar to that of ISODATA,31 except
for three subtle differences. One is that the criteria used
our process are not nearest neighboring rule~NNR! as com-
monly used in ISODATA. A second difference is that
class A is merged with class B, and class B is also mer
to a third, class C, then these three classes, A, B, and
must be merged into one class. As a result, the numbe
classes is therefore reduced. This yields a third differen
which is that there is no need of predetermining the num
of classes to be clustered as required by ISODATA. T
details of implementing our proposed RGB thresholdi
method can be summarized in the following step-by-s
procedure.

3.1 RGB Color Thresholding Algorithm

1. Use a gray-level thresholding method, such as Ots
method, to threshold video images in three color d
mains individually. Lett r , tg , and tb denote the re-
sulting threshold values.

2. Use Eq.~7! to encode all the~RGB!-pixel vectors
into 3-bit binary codewords. All pixels with the sam
codeword will be clustered into a single class.

3. Use Eq.~8! to calculate the mean for each class, i.
the gray-level intensity average of pixels in ea
class along the R,G,B color domains.

4. Use Eq.~9! to calculate the within-class variance an
the between-class variance for each class.

5. For any two classesCk and Cj with kÞ j , compare
the within-class variancesk and s j against the
between-class variancesk j to see if sk>sk j or s j

>sk j . If no, terminate the reclustering process. G
to step 7. Otherwise, continue.

6. Merge the classesCk andCj into one class and go to
step 3. It should be noted that if one of the classes,Ck

andCj , is merged with a third class,Cl , these three
classesCk , Cj , and Cl must be merged into one
class. Go to step 3.

7. At this step, no pixel vectors will be reshuffled an
all the ~RGB!-pixel vectors in each of the resultin
classes will be assigned by the same color as
mean pixel vector of that particular class. In oth
words, the color of the centroid of a class will b
assigned to all the~RGB!-pixel vectors in that par-
ticular class.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to de
onstrate the effectiveness of our proposed RGB thresh
ing method. Two observations were witnessed and inter
ing. First, simple global gray-level thresholding metho
did not generally work for color thresholding. Second, t
proposed RGB thresholding approach coupled with sim
gray-level thresholding methods could significantly im
prove results, specifically in text detection. Four gray-le
thresholding methods were used in the RGB threshold
for comparison, which were Otsu’s method,28 Pal and Pal’s
local entropy~LE! and joint entropy~JE!,29 and the joint
relative entropy~JRE! method.30 The selection of Otsu’s
method is based on: 1. that the proposed clustering pro
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Table 1 Threshold values generated by the Otsu, JRE, LE, and JE methods.

RGB/Otsu
(R,G,B)

RGB/JRE
(R,G,B)

RGB/LE
(R,G,B)

RGB/JE
(R,G,B)

TV commercial (141,138,122) (188,14,121) (140,133,150) (185,167,121)

Woman (111,89,81) (4,6,94) (74,82,66) (155,130,95)

Newscast (115,119,111) (116,115,108) (135,132,135) (116,117,106)

Cartoon scene (127,111,105) (131,117,93) (119,109,129) (128,124,99)

Countryside scene (95,100,106) (10,11,86) (161,81,76) (94,92,85)
i.e.
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adopts the same criterion used in Otsu’s method,
within-class and between-class variances; and 2. that O
method is a widely used thresholding technique, which
been shown to be very effective for gray-level images.
the other hand, entropy-based thresholding methods h
shown to be promising and effective in image thresholdi
In particular, a recent report in Ref. 5 showed that JRE w
effective in color thresholding when a single thresho
value was used. These four methods were implemente
step 1 in the RGB thresholding method, referred to
RGB/Otsu, RGB/LE, RGB/JE and RGB/JRE, respective
Their results were then compared to the results obtaine
single gray-level thresholding methods.

1209 single-frame video images were used for the
periments. These 1209 video images are from the Uni
sity of Maryland, College Park database, which cover
broad range of different kinds of video images from diffe
ent TV channels: TV commercial video, cartoons, new
soaps, and TV shows. No conclusion can be drawn
which one RGB color thresholding method performs be
than the others. Nevertheless, in all the cases, the si
threshold gray-level thresholding methods, Otsu’s meth
LE, JE, and JRE did not perform well compared to tho
using RGB thresholding. Due to limited space, we on
include five experiments in this work, which are represe
tative for demonstrating the superior performance of
proposed RGB color thresholding approach. Figures 3
show the results produced by RGB/Otsu, RGB/LE, RG
JE, and RGB/JRE, where we can see that RGB/Otsu, R
LE, RGB/JE, and RGB/JRE performed slightly different
but all of them performed substantially better than did
single gray-level thresholded methods. Table 1 tabulates
threshold values generated by the Otsu, JRE, LE, and
methods along each of the R, G, B color domains for co
parison. As shown in Table 1, all the threshold values g
erated by the four methods are very different for five tes
scenes in a wide range. Table 2 also lists the numbe
colors required for each of the four RGB color thresholdi
methods for video image segmentation resulting from
proposed between-class/within-class clustering proces
the RGB color thresholding algorithm. Each class requi
one color for all the~RGB!-pixel vectors in that class. Th
color of each class was chosen to be the color of the c
troid of that particular class. Figure 3 is interesting a
deserves more explanation. It is a TV commercial wh
the scene has a box with the text ‘‘grape-nuts’’ on the fro
cover and a glove next to the box. All four of the RG
color thresholded methods successfully extracted the
with two subtle differences, the glove and rainbow bac
ground behind the box. Except for the fact that the RG
,
s

e

y

e
,

/

e

f

n

-

t

JRE extracted most of the glove including the finger p
tion, the other three could not segment the glove from
background, as its gray color is close to the background
for the rainbow background, RGB/Otsu pulled it out wi
three colors, compared to two colors from the other th
RGB color thresholding results. In terms of numbers
colors used, the RGB/Otsu is the best because it only u
three colors compared to four colors required by the ot
three. Nevertheless, it seemed that RGB/JRE produced
best result in the sense that it extracted the text and g
that the others could not. Figure 4 shows a woman w
name ‘‘Denise Oliver’’ in a black background. The resu
produced by the RGB/JE seemed best, because the
tracted text had better contrast and the shadow under
neck was also shown in its thresholded result. As for sin
gray-level thresholding methods, JRE performed the wo
while the other three performed very similarly. Figure
shows a very busy newscast video image, where all f
RGB color thresholding methods performed very close
Figure 6 is a cartoon scene, where there are two cart
characters with text ‘‘Life with Louie 25’’ on the top. All
four RGB color thresholding methods segmented the t
and the two cartoon characters from the background v
well, and there was no visible difference in their thres
olded results. Similarly, the results produced by the fo
single gray-level thresholding methods were also v
close, but certainly were not good. Figure 7 is a countrys
scene with the text ‘‘Hallmark Hall of Fame’’ on the lef
corner. The RGB/LE and RGB/JE seemed to perfo
slightly better than RGB/Ostu and RGB/JRE in terms
contrast in the image background and the text ‘‘Hall
Fame,’’ which was extracted more visibly. For the resu
produced by the four single gray-level thresholding me
ods, they were all similar, where the text was barely e
tracted.

These experiments demonstrated that the proposed R
color thresholding is promising in the segmentation of co

Table 2 Number of colors required for four RGB color thresholding
methods.

RGB/Otsu RGB/JRE RGB/LE RGB/JE

TV commercial 4 5 5 5

Woman 4 3 4 4

Newscast 5 5 5 5

Cartoon scene 7 7 7 7

Countryside scene 4 3 4 4
287Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 2, February 2004
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images, which generally cannot be accomplished b
single gray-level thresholding method. Additionally, the
experiments also showed that the proposed RGB c
thresholding could extract not only scene text in Fig. 3,
also superimposed text in Figs. 4–7.

5 Conclusions

An RGB color thresholding approach is developed for s
mentation of video images. It is a simple multithresho
segmentation method that implements a gray-level thre
olding method in each of the R, G, B domains, then u
the generated threshold values as a base to produce a
desired multiple threshold values for video image segm
tation by means of an unsupervised clustering process.
eral contributions are made. One is that it extends sin
gray-level thresholding techniques to multilevel thresho
ing for video images. Another is that the designed clus
ing process in the RGB color thresholding is a new a
proach that uses an unsupervised between-class/wi
class-based algorithm to fuse different threshold val
obtained from the RGB color domain. A third contributio
is that the clustering process can be implemented in c
junction with any gray-level thresholding technique
adapt to various applications. The experiments demons
that the proposed RGB color thresholding method perfo
significantly better than single gray-level thresholdi
methods. Also shown in the experimental results, the p
formance of the proposed RGB color thresholding meth
is very robust to the selection of the single gray-lev
thresholding method that is used to produce threshold
ues in the RGB domain. This advantage is very importa
since we do not have to specify a particular single gr
level thresholding method in the RGB color thresholding
should be noted that in the case that other color spa
such as CIE~Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage!,
YUV ~Y: luminance, U: Red-Y, V: Blue-Y!, and YIQ ~Y:
luminance, I50.74V20.27U, Z50.48V10.41U! are used,
they can be first transferred to the RGB color space in
same manner as was done for the HSI color space, and
our proposed RGB color thresholding method follows
terward.
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